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ACROSS
1: an abnormally large amount of this
fetoprotein in the fetus can signal an
abnormality of the neural tube (as spina bifida
or anencephaly)
4: a thick flat pad used as a floor covering
7: the head of the United States Intelligence
Community and director of the Central
Intelligence Agency
8: black tropical American cuckoo
9: an eight-sided polygon
11: slender bristlelike appendage found on the
bracts of grasses
12: a mountain range in southeastern China
running generally east to west
16: animal reproductive body consisting of an
ovum or embryo together with nutritive and
protective envelopes; especially the
thin-shelled reproductive body laid by e.g.
female birds
17: an interest in land capable of being
inherited
18: a reception or party at which ___ is served
19: at or in an indicated (usually distant) place
(`yon' is archaic and dialectal)
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DOWN
1: a rapid active commotion
2: an independent government agency that
regulates interstate and international
communications by radio and television and
wire and cable and satellite
3: Brazilian tree with spicy red fruit; often
cultivated in California and Florida
4: increase in size, volume or significance
5: a Palestinian international terrorist
organization that split from the PLO in 1974;
has conducted terrorist attacks in 20 countries
6: a silvery malleable metallic element that
resists corrosion; used in many alloys and to
coat other metals to prevent corrosion; obtained
chiefly from cassiterite where it occurs as ___
oxide
10: a pointed tool for marking surfaces or for
punching small holes
12: catch with a ___
13: an era of history having some distinctive
feature
14: (used as a combining form) recent or new
15: informal term for information
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